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In the previous episode…



Is Sociology a science?

yes, but…



Empirical, the logic of Inference: 

Inductive - Deductive

yes,



Multiple Paradigms (key theories, instruments, 
values and metaphysical assumptions that 

comprise the disciplinary matrix)

http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/thomas-kuhn/

but…



• Sociology is multi paradigmatic
• for ex: does society exist?

Qualitative

Quantitative

Macro Micro

Deduction or Induction

• Many levels/units of analysis
• Micro (ex: interaction in the classroom)
• Macro (ex: how the welfare state works)



• Sociology is empiric.

• We use the “logic of inference”
• Deduction
• Induction

• Two main traditions (paradigms):

• Positivist -> Organicist -> Functionalist
• How society sticks together?

• Critical (Conflict theory)
• It’s all about disorder.



History of Sociological Thought 
in 2 minutes

First gen:

Second gen:

theories of 
history



What’s the meaning of life? 
(for Marx)



Homo Faber



Class
Alienation /  

Commodity FetishismValue

Work!



Work (labour) 
 vs.  

Capital

Humanware

Machines, stuff.

“That part of a man's stock which he expects to 
afford him revenue is called his capital.”  

- Adam Smith



Capitalism

W - G - W G -  W - G’

Ware - Geld - Ware 

Goods - Money - Goods

Geld - Ware - Geld 

Money - Goods - Money’



Living labour vs. Dead labour

Capital intensive

Labour intensive



“Capital is dead labour, that, vampire-like, 
only lives by sucking living labour, and lives 

the more, the more labour it sucks”



“Meantime the markets kept ever growing, the 

demand ever rising. Even manufacturer no longer 
sufficed. Thereupon, steam and machinery 

revolutionised industrial production. The place 
of manufacture was taken by the giant, Modern 

Industry; the place of the industrial middle class 
by industrial millionaires, the leaders of the 

whole industrial armies, the modern bourgeois.”  
- Manifesto





Tendency of the rate of 
profit to fall

- middle class
+ proletariat

Economic 
Instability



Modern bourgeois society, with its relations of 

production, of exchange and of property, a society 
that has conjured up such gigantic means of 

production and of exchange, is like the sorcerer 
who is no longer able to control the powers of the 

nether world whom he has called up by his spells. 



the value of a commodity can be objectively 

measured by the average number of labor hours 
required to produce that commodity.

Value

Exchange value vs. Use value

Commodity Fetishism



Owing to the extensive use of machinery, and to 

the division of labour, the work of the 

proletarians has lost all individual character, and, 

consequently, all charm for the workman.

Alienation!



Class in itself vs.

“class consciousness”

Class for itself



Suicide!



Homo Duplex

Individuals

expectations 
aspirations 
knowledge 
judgement  

values 
codes of behaviour 

…

Social Facts: 
“Comme des 

Choses”

1. External 
2. Constraint

That’s
 th

e 

object o
f 

Socio
logy 

(?)



Homo Duplex

Individuals

expectations 
aspirations 
knowledge 
judgement  

values 
codes of behaviour 

…

Social Facts: 
“Comme des 

Choses”

1. External 
2. Coercive 

Not because 
of blood, 

psychology 
or economics



“A social  fact  is  every  way  of  acting,  fixed  or  not, 
capable  of  exercising  on  the  individual  an  external 
constraint;  or  again,  every  way  of  acting  which  is 
general throughout a given society, while at the same 
time  existing  in  its  own  right  independent  of  its 
individual manifestations”. 



“There is in the consciousness of each one of 
us two consciousnesses: one that we share in 
common with our group in its entirety, which 
is consequently not ourselves, but society 
living and acting within us; the other that, on 
the contrary, represents us alone in what is 
personal and distinctive about us, what makes 
us an individual” 

The Division of social labor



What is your definition of an individual?

“A multitude of one million divided by one million.”
- Laibach



 “They’re casting their problem on society. And, 
you know, there is no such thing as society. 
There are individual men and women, and 

there are families.”

http://briandeer.com/social/thatcher-society.htm

vs.



Mechanical solidarity is the social integration of members of a 
society who have common values and beliefs.

social cohesiveness of 
small, undifferentiated 

societies

organic solidarity is social integration that arises out of the 
need of individuals for one another’s services.

societies differentiated by a relatively 
complex division of labour 









“We would esteem our research not worth of the 
labour of a single hour if its interest were merely 
speculative” 

The Rules of Sociological Method. 



Suicide!

…at the time suicide was 
studied mainly by 
psychologists and 

physicians.
Cesare Lombroso (1835 – 1909) Enrico Morselli (1852 -1929)

Individual and 
biological factors:

Genetic

Racial

Mental health



William Herbert Sheldon (1898 - 1977)

In popular usage, almost any crazy killer is 
a “psychopath.”



Maniac suicide: caused by hallucinations, delirium. The patient kills himself to 
escape from such imagined danger, shame or accept some external order. 

Melancholic suicide: related to extreme depression. 

Obsessive suicide: driven “solely by the fixed idea of death which, without clear 
reason, has taken complete possession of the patient’s mind. 

Automatic or impulsive suicide: there is no reason for it, but there is no 
struggle (hence it is impulsive).

http://www.reviews.ctpdc.co.uk/durkheim.html

http://johngirdwood.com/blog/2010/01/11/durkheim-suicide/

extra-social effects



What Do 
Sociologists 

Study? 



“A social fact is every way of acting, fixed or 
not, capable of exercising on the individual an 
external constraint; or again, every way of 
acting which is general throughout a given 
society, while at the same time existing in its 
own right independent of its individual 
manifestations”.

The Rules of Sociological Method



Many crazy women/jews… but low women/jews suicide rate. 

Same with the alcoholics. 

What is a race? What is a race in Europe? 

Etc.





P. 152-154: Overall, Protestants are more prone to 
suicide than Catholics 

P.155: Norway and Sweden are potential obstacles to his 
law. But this counterexample is ruled out because while 
« there is no reason to suppose that they have reached an 
intellectual level above Italy » their suicide rate is higher 

P.155-157: The specific case of Jews. 
« their religion has the fewest suicides of all » 
« when one feels himself an object of inescapable hostility, 

one abandons the idea of concialiating it and is the more 
resolute in his most unpopular observances » 

This particular cause does not apply to Protestants who kill 
themeselves even when they have minority status 



It’s all about social cohesion 
(Group cohesiveness)



(egoistic) Suicide is inversely correlated with: 

- Religious integration 
- Domestic integration 
- Political integration



Protestants

Military

Rapid social change 
or economic crisis No future



Sociology of 
Deviance

Norms, Normal and 
Normative.



“…it was necessary for the 
sociological method to offer 
parameters to distinguish 

normality from pathology or 
abnormality.”

But what’s normal?



The totality of beliefs and sentiments common to average 
citizens of the same society forms a determinate system which 

has its own life; one may call it the collective or common 

conscience. No doubt, it has not a specific organ as a substratum; it 

is, by definition, diffuse in every reach of society. Nevertheless, it has 

specific characteristics which make it a distinct reality. It is, in effect, 

independent of the particular conditions in which individuals are 

placed; they pass on and it remains.. Moreover, it does not change 

with each generation, but, on the contrary, it connects successive 

generations with one another. It is thus an entirely different thing 
from particular consciences, although it can be realised only 

through them. 

Morality is a social fact



“We do not condemn it because it is a crime, 
but it is a crime because we condemn it.”

― Émile Durkheim (1858-1917)





“all other things being equal”

“ceteris paribus”



Descriptive Methods Vs. Inferential Methods







A B

C


